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Use the Release Notes to find information about what’s new and improved in 
Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics version 3.2.

Features

Product renaming

Forcepoint UEBA is renamed Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics. Product functionality 
is unchanged, continuing to deliver a solution that helps you understand and manage 
risks presented by an individual’s behavior and intent.

Certified DDP Compatibility

As part of the Human Point System, Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics version 3.2 is 
certified to deliver Dynamic Data Protection (DDP) with the following combinations 
of Forcepoint DLP:

DDP requires the use of the Forcepoint One Endpoint as the Endpoint Security 
solution. The Mac OS X version of the Forcepoint One Endpoint is not compatible for 
the DDP solution.

Sizing recommendations

Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics supports up to 10,000 concurrent monitored entities 
with risk score production for use in the Analytics Dashboard, the Entity Timeline, 
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and for Dynamic Data Protection.

Saved Search Management

Saved Searches remain private to the user who created them unless they are shared 
with another user. Sharing saved searches can only be done by a user with the Modeler 
role. Non-modelers can see searches that they created or that were shared with them, 
but they cannot edit or delete searches that they did not create. Modelers can edit and 
delete any search that they created or that was shared with them.

When a user with the Modeler role deletes a Saved Search from the Explore page, the 
application prompts them to confirm or cancel the action before it is carried out. If this 
search has been shared with other users, it will be deleted for them as well. Additional 
messaging includes the number of users for whom the search will be deleted. The 
number shown excludes the creator of the search.

Saved searches can only be shared with individual users and not with user groups. The 
entitlements of each user a saved search is shared with will determine the results that 
are returned.

Only modelers will be able to access the Shared Searches configuration page and 
share searches with other users. On the Shared Searches Configuration page, the 
Shared With table provides the ability to select the Reviews or Escalations checkbox 
to show or remove the search from the Review Dashboard under the My Escalations 
and My Reviews queues, the ability to sort the table alphabetically by users in 
ascending or descending order, and the ability to sort the table by shared date in 
ascending or descending order. Newly added users to the table are highlighted in blue 
for three seconds and the table scrolls to their position.

The title, description, and RQL of the selected saved search is displayed on the right 
hand side of the page along with an edit button pencil icon that when clicked will 
display a form overlay where a user can edit the title, description, and RQL. 

The saved search configuration page also enables users to share searches with other 
users. After selecting a search, a table displays all the users that a search is shared 
with. In the search bar above the table, users can search for users by name or email 
address, after which a dropdown of users is shown. On selection, that user is added to 
the search, and is then visible on the user table. The table is sortable by name and the 
date when it was shared. From that table, a user can also be removed from the search. 
The creator of the search cannot be removed from the search. 

The Saved Searches table header has been renamed to "Saved Searches (N)" where N 
indicates the number of Saved Searches viewable by the user. The Saved Searches 
table also features tooltips to provide extra contextual information when hovering the 
cursor over various table cells. The tooltips in the Published column show how many 
users a particular saved search is shared with, excluding the creator of the search. If a 
Saved Search is not shared, this column will be blank. The Updated column is blank 
unless there has been an edit since the search was originally saved. If there has been an 
update, the cell will show the date the update occurred with a tooltip displaying the 
exact time. Additionally, if the Updated Saved Search is shared with any other users, 
then the user name or names appear in the tooltip along with the time. The Created 
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column has a similar tooltip that shows the time of creation, and, if the Saved Search 
has been shared, shows the user name of the creator. A new column on the right-most 
side of the table uses three vertical dots (kebab) to open a context menu which allows 
users to edit or delete the search or to navigate to the Shared Search configuration 
page.

The Forcepoint Behavior Analytic application will provide notifications for users that 
have a saved search shared with them when a user changes the name of a shared saved 
search, a user changes any of the search parameters for the shared saved search, or a 
user deletes a shared saved search 

Each notification will include the information of the user taking the action, and, if 
changing the name, the new name as well. 

The Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics audit log audits when a search is shared with 
another user, when a user is removed from a shared search, when a shared search is 
modified in any way (name, rql, etc.), and when a shared search is deleted. 

As part of the update to saved search management, the app makes identifying a search 
they just created in the list of saved searches easy. After creating a new search, the 
page scrolls to the newly created search. The new search will also be highlighted in 
blue for three seconds. 

(RPP-12989, RPP-12582, RPP-12988, RPP-11732, RPP-11712, RPP-12580, RPP-
11711, RPP-12968, RPP-11709, RPP-11677, RPP-12967)

Selective updating of alias types and sources

With this new feature, we selectively allow updating on entity alias types and sources. 
It works as follows: 

If an entity alias is added using either the kafka PUBLIC_ENTITIES topic, the rose 
endpoint to upset an entity: /v1/entity?upsert=true, or the rose endpoint to add aliases 
to an entity: /v1/resolve, and if one of the aliases added has the same raw form as an 
existing alias, Forcepoint Behavioral Analytics will selectively choose whether or not 
to update the the alias' "type" and "source" to the newly added values. 

If the old alias type was "actorId", "string" or blank, and the new alias is not, or if the 
new alias is of type “DLP” and the old alias is not, the alias source and type are 
updated. 

This process will not result in any actorId information being lost. Additionally the 
entrypoints mentioned will continue to work as before in all other instances, allowing 
users to add aliases and merge entities as before. 

Note
The searches will also update in real time. This means that 
a user in the middle of editing a shared search may lose 
their edits if someone else changes and saves the search 
before the user saves.
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Users of DDP will find this feature useful if events get ingested with the DLP alias 
prior to that alias being added through the kafka topic. Previously this scenario would 
result in the entity not being designated as DLP and not being eligible for DDP. But 
with this new behavior, the entity will be automatically designated as DLP as 
expected. (RPP-13156)

Overriding risk levels

When a user overrides a Risk Level for an entity, they will not see the overridden Risk 
Level appear on the Risk Level graph on either the Analytic Dashboard or an Entity's 
Profile until Risk Levels have been computed again (typically done on an hourly 
basis). However, users will now see verbiage on the Risk Level graph on both pages 
immediately, indicating that an override has taken place.(RPP-11727)

Review Status dedicated field

We recently moved review statuses to a dedicated field in our data model. This ticket 
removes the old field, "actions", that was previously being used to store this data. 
(RPP-7714)

Unformatted data and labels

New collapsible containers for Unformatted Data and Labels are used across multiple 
sections in the event viewer. The container defaults to expanded on each event, no 
matter if that event was previously viewed and collapsed. (RPP-10349)

Explore Page Event Viewer

On the Explore Page Event Viewer, the event attributes are now in an expand-collapse 
container and all attachments are now broken up into their own individual expand-
collapse container that displays their attachment attributes. All expand-collapse 
containers in the Explore Page Event Viewer were updated to have consistent 
functionality and styling (RPP-12931)

Copying JWT token

Users who have access to the data utilities page will now be able to copy their 
generated JWT token in any browser. The modal that the user is shown is now an 
actual system component. (RPP-12278)

Default Lexicons

Users who have access to the data utilities page in the UI are now able to load the 
default lexicon groups into their system. The 5 groups are infosec, general, sentiment, 
extra, and regsurv. (RPP-10252)
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Language detection enrichment processor

This new enrichment processor uses OpenNLP (https://opennlp.apache.org/docs/
1.9.0/manual/opennlp.html#tools.langdetect) to detect the text language. It can be 
configured to operate on the event subject, body, and attachment bodies. The 
processor requires a language model (to be provided in QW config). The pre-trained 
model made available by openNLP (langdetect-183.bin) is sufficient in most cases, 
otherwise, users can train and deploy their own models. 

The language detection enrichment processor requires adding the path to the model in 
the QW configuration. For example:

```

language_detection:

  model: <path-to-openNLP-language-detection-model>

```

The processor can be enabled with a QW processor configuration. For example:

```

{

  "type": "language_detection",

  "enabled": true,

  "fields": ["body", "subject", "attachment"],

  "modes": ["email", "chat", "article"],

  "min_content_length": 20,

  "min_confidence": 0.02

}

```

The output of this processor are two new event attributes per field containing the name 
of the most probable language and its score. 

The language detection processor now supports an optional whitelist of languages, 
identified either by language code or the common name for the language. See Options 
here: https://www.apache.org/dist/opennlp/models/langdetect/1.8.3/README.txt for 
a list of supported language codes.. When configured, events will only be enriched 
with attributes for detected languages corresponding to whitelisted languages. This is 
configured when posting the processor configuration as follows:

{

  "type": "language_detection",

  "enabled": true,

  "fields": ["body", "subject", "attachment"],

  "modes": ["email", "chat", "article"],

  "min_content_length": 20,

  "min_confidence": 0.02,

  "language_whitelist": ["eng", "German"]
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} 

(RPP-10350, RPP-12043)

Escalations and reviews

Escalation and review is performed on a per user/ per search basis. Two users that 
share the same search can have different states for whether or not events matching this 
search are escalated to them or provided for them to review. 

If a customer has modified the {{saved_searches_users}} table in the UI's Postgres 
database, this migration will account for that manual intervention and apply the values 
to all rows in {{saved_searches_users}} with a given saved search ID. (RPP-12952)

Rose database relational constraint

This fix adds a missing relational constraint to the Rose database, namely the 
uniqueness of actor IDs for entities. While the business logic should prevent the 
constraint from being violated in practice, it is not impossible for an upgrade to fail in 
this case.

Attempting to upgrade a system with redundant actor IDs will result in an error 
message. For example:

Migration V7__add_actorid_index.sql failed

------------------------------------------

SQL State : 23505

Error Code : 0

Message : ERROR: could not create unique index 
"entity_unique_actorid"

  Detail: Key (actorid)=(foobar) is duplicated.

Location : db/migration/V7__add_actorid_index.sql

Line : 3

Statement : ALTER TABLE "entity" ADD CONSTRAINT 
"entity_unique_actorid" UNIQUE ("actorid")

It is possible to check a system for susceptibility prior to upgrade by querying rosedb 
as follows:

select * from (

  select actorid,count(*) n from entity group by actorid

) X where N > 1;

If any results are returned, then the impacted entities will need to be cleaned up before 
an upgrade can succeed. One can similarly delete any impacted entities with the 
following, however it is up to the user to reingest entity information associated with 
such entities:

delete from entity cascade where actorid in (
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select * from (

  select actorid,count(*) n from entity group by actorid

) X where N > 1); 

(RPP-12850)

Maximum message size for RabbitMQ

There is a maximum message size configurable for all services which publish to 
RabbitMQ. Messages larger than the maximum size will not be delivered to the queue, 
and will instead be posted to the error queue. If the message is too large for the 
corresponding limit on the error queue, the event payload will be removed from the 
error record and a small subset of field values will be included for forensic purposes to 
be able to identify the input event.

The default value is 52428800 (50MB) which has been identified as a safe maximum. 
Ansibilized variables exist to control this setting for all roles which may publish to 
rabbit (ro-api, ro-conv, ro-content, ro-qw), however we do not recommend increasing. 
(RPP-13049)

Review Status table

The Review Status table now uses a GUID as its identifier. The columns Deleted, 
Enabled, and order_id were also deleted. The columns Active and Final were added. 
(RPP-12695)

Navigation toolbar

The header bar now includes a navigation dropdown that links to other Forcepoint 
products. The dropdown includes links to other accessible products, defined in a 
configuration file. If no other products are accessible based on the configuration, the 
dropdown arrow doesn't display. (RPP-11636)

Disclaimer detection processor

The disclaimer detection processor has been expanded to look for disclaimers within 
attachments. This can be enabled by adding the field `"check_attachments": true` to 
the disclaimer detection processor configuration.

When enabled, disclaimers found within attachments are removed and a new boolean 
attachment attribute, `TextZoning Removed` with value = true is added to the 
attachment. (RPP-11669)

Analytics end date parameter

The analytics compute_dashboard job takes an end date parameter. If you do not 
specify one, it defaults to the end of the eventdata dataset. If an end date is not 
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specified and you have an analytic_endtime_override set in app config, the Compute 
Dashboard job will use that as the end date for the job rather than the end of the 
dataset. (RPP-11322)

Features page scope column removed

The "scope" column has been removed from the features page. It is recommended 
instead to use RQL queries via advanced search to explore expected event counts 
based on various criteria. (RPP-11743)

Java services support

Support has been added for Java services that require postgres access (i.e. MDS, QW, 
Rose) for acquiring access credentials from Hashicorp Vault if so configured. (RPP-
10815)

Full timeline data calculated

Data matching the last hour of the entity timeline are now calculated to display a full 
timeline and not a truncated version or blank version of it. (RPP-12107)

Attachment attributes

A new section for attributes of attachments replaces the previous section that just had 
attachment names. Attachments can still be downloaded using this new section, 
provided the user role permissions allow it. These Attachment Attributes are hidden 
when the "hide attributes" toggle on the Event Viewer menu is selected. Additionally, 
this new section is in the new collapsible style. (RPP-12933)

Ansible variable updated

The ansible variable qtd_data_dir is now expected to live group_vars/all. Grafana 
graphs in the ro-content dashboard display the following: 

● Disk usage bytes: 

■ Total bytes 

■ Bytes used 

■ Byes free 

■ Bytes used on the qtd mmapped directory 

● Disk usage percentages 

Warning
The default ansible configuration has not been changed to 
take advantage of this feature, and it should still be 
considered experimental.
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■ % used 

■ % free 

■ % used on the qtd dir 

These can be used to determine if the qtd data dir is taking up too much disk space and 
to enable action accordingly. (RPP-11758)

Model attributes

Models can now have a secondary attribute instead of a secondary role. This change 
requires an update to default event shorthand templates, which can be done with the 
following curl command: 

curl -k -XPOST http://your_mds_node:8080/reference/
event_shorthand/default/load?user_id=1\&overwrite=true 

If there are local changes to the event shorthand templates, the old versions will be 
saved. (RPP-11329)

Monitoring stack link in user interface

Many customers use the monitoring stack to monitor things such as throughput and 
resources. There is now a link to the monitoring stack in the Forcepoint Behavioral 
Analytics user interface users my access by selecting the Monitoring option under the 
gear icon. (RPP-11852)

Endpoint for event exports

An endpoint has been created in MDS for the event exports. This includes the creation 
of the resource class and the request object in MDS. (RPP-12092)

Outbound API

Improved the current outbound API by moving and improving the functionality to the 
public API. (RPP-11581)

Expanding and collapsing containers

Flagged Features, Snippets, and Attachment Snippets will all now reside in a 
container that the user can expand and collapse. On an initial load of an event that 
contains these components, the containers will be expanded by default. Clicking the 
chevron icon will collapse any of these containers. If a user collapses a container and 

Note
The previous version of the Outbound API is still available 
in v3.2.0, but will be deprecated in a future release.
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then moves onto another event and then returns to the original event, the container that 
they originally collapsed will revert back to its default expanded state. (RPP-12932)

Exporting events with reserved attributes

Users can now create Event Attributes containing reserved names since exporting 
events with reserved attributes such as “Attachment Count” is now available. The 
ability to create new attributes with these reserved names is still restricted in ingest. 
This change only moved the validation to the ingest pipeline, thus freeing the data 
model for use in exports. (RPP-12772)

Utility jobs in Jenkins

Two utility jobs in have been added in Jenkins: 

util-ensure-daily-timeslice-aliases

and

util-prune-timeslice-aliases

These are available to run on an as needed basis. The util-ensure-daily-timeslice-
aliases job will be a mandatory step in all upgrades to v3.2.0. The defaults provided 
are the correct defaults for this process. (RPP-12810)

Feature snippets on events for export

Feature snippets are available to be added on the events for export. This includes an 
additional authorization check to ensure the caller has the ability to see this additional 
data. (RPP-11048)

Access to endpoints for event export

Access to the new endpoints for event export have been restricted to not include users 
with the role of "Shielded User". If a user with this role attempts to call any of the 
event export endpoints, access will be denied. (RPP-12409)

RQL query match endpoint

A new endpoint has been added to the Public API (event_export/count) that allows a 
user to submit a list of RQL queries and returns the count of events that match on 
those queries. (RPP-8241)

New AppConfig value controls access for shielded users

A new AppConfig configuration value called `shielded_user_content_and_rql` has 
been added under the `hide_components` stanza of the UI group config, which can 
change the behaviors possible on the Explore page of the application for shielded 
users. It is a boolean value that controls whether or not certain search capabilities are 
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hidden from Shielded Users, specifically the Advanced Search section, as well as the 
"Words" search box, which allows searching of content. By default, it is set to `true`, 
meaning that both pieces of aforementioned searching capabilities are hidden from 
Shielded Users. Setting it to `false` will allow shielded users to use these searching 
tools. (RPP-12650)

New flag added for PST Parser

A new --entityOverrideLocations flag has been added to the PST Parser to give fine-
grained control over how the PST Parser determines which entities are associated with 
a message. This control is needed because there are several possible ways of storing 
an email message as a PST. This application's "default" behavior is to guess where 
entity information might be located, taking guidance from the --
strictRecipientSplitting, --extractRecipientFromBody, and --
extractRecipientFromHeader flags. In general, the default settings check for recipients 
in certain locations, and fall back to checking other locations when no recipients are 
found. 

The --entityOverrideLocations will avoid this kind of searching and ensure that all 
configured locations are checked for entity information. If the -L flag is used, other 
"extract recipient" settings will be ignored. The recommended set of flags for MS-
XJRNL-formatted PSTs is "-L parentBodySender -L parentBodyRecipients". 

A '-L' option for the PST parser has been forward ported to this release to allow fine-
grained configuration of the locations in a PST file from which headers may be 
inspected to find entities to be included as email recipients. (RPP-12052, RPP-12427)

Disk recovery file

A 1gb full disk recovery file is available on the postgres machine for deleting to free 
space to recover postgres. (RPP-11805)

Known Issues

A list of resolved and known issues in this release is available to Forcepoint 
Behavioral Analytics customers here.

If you are not currently logged in to the Forcepoint support website, clicking the link 
brings up a My Account login prompt. Log in to view the list.

Warning
By setting this to “false” and allowing Shielded Users to 
use the "Words" or Advanced searching capabilities can 
allow them to bypass the entity anonymization process. By 
doing so, the customer accepts that risk.
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